R E A L E STAT E W E B S I T E S T H AT WO R K

How to make your
Website your MVP
Here are some of the most valuable steps that
best-performing agents apply when building
high-performing websites.

Form and function both
come into play
The best websites strike a delicate balance
between looking good and serving the purpose
of informing visitors of what that agent, or agency,
can do for them - and do well.

Detailed search capabilities
Imagine how people would search for items they
wanted on Amazon and keep in mind that visitors
will approach real estate websites with a similar
approach. Make it easy for people to key in locations, price, bedrooms, comparison listings etc.

Visuals in Key Locations
It’s crucial that images (and video) are placed in
prime positions, with purposeful blurbs or actionready CTAs nearby. That said, images of listings
should be professional, optimized, and showing
the listing off in different dimensions/angles.

Evergreen content
Unrelated to transaction, here’s a chance to
impart knowledge and advice. This is the place
where good SEO is also being built, so it’s
important for agents to establish an SEO-friendly
framework, with content being placed in the right
hierarchical structure according to relevance.

Fresh content
Post up-to-date, verified information that may
change often, letting visitors know you’re one
step ahead of queries they may have regarding
properties, current events that may affect the
market, etc.

Social sharing is key
It’s extremely useful when agents make their
site as shareable as possible - via social
buttons - and making sure they themselves
are easy to contact on those platforms.

Regular mobile testing
Desktop is no longer the preferred method for
many consumers when it comes to website
browsing. This calls for agents to regularly
test a range of website features in order to
not lose out on any potential clients.

Don't risk falling
behind the competition
It’s not a colossal task to set up an incredible website, and
many features come at no cost at all. Agents who don’t try
to take theirs to the next level risk losing out on a large
portion of the client pool, as well as falling further and
further behind competition.

For more on how
consumers are moving online
Read our recent blog post on the future of the real estate office.
Read article
adfenix.com/resources/blog

Real Estate. Real Relationships.

